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Hello Fams..
My name is Abdullah Azzam Fawwazi, 
But you can call me Ajam!. i was born 
in South Jakarta, April 08, 2002.

ProfileProfile
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SkillSkill

Android skil
 
- SQL.                               

- PHP

- Databases

- JSON

- Java

- Media Player

- Firebase

- Kotlin

- Layouting

- UI/UX

IOS skil
 
- SQL.                               

- PHP

- Databases

- JSON

- Swift

- Firebase

- Kotlin

- Layouting

- UI/UX
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When I first entered IDN Vocational 

High School, during the orientation 

period the school students held a 

leadership camp event aimed at 

building a spirit of leadership and 

cooperation. This event lasted 3 days

LeaderShip CampLeaderShip Camp
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The leadership camp is over, then 

continue with the English camp for 1 

month there we are trained to 

confidently appear in front of friends 

if we can't we will be punished with 

our faces in flour

English CampEnglish Camp
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IDN 

Mengajar

IDN 

Mengajar

After entering 1 semester we get the 

opportunity to become a student teacher, I 

am very excited to be a teacher.

there we were divided 3 days 3, class 1 rpl 

got the opportunity to first teach my 

feelings very mixed because what was taught 

was in college while we were only class 10. 

in that we were mentally trained again not 

to be embarrassed and nervous, after 

finishing teaching we were parting with 

photos and swimming in a water source
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It was my second teaching experience. I 
got an opportunity to share knowledge at 
Smk Informatika Serang.I was so excited 
because my students loved how I taught 
them. On this section I was teaching about 
android programming using Android 
Studio and Java language, But we have 
some problem because the participant dont 
have android studio.

IDN 

Mengajar

IDN 

Mengajar
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Well now my time for an internship, oh 
yes this is my second internship for 2-3 
months more or less, here my friends and I 
have the task to work on projects from the 
office.
there the office people are very friendly 
and we are also given flexible working 
hours to come to work, here we are 
divided into 2 teams. i and taqy to work on 
the application project for attendance at 
the office

IntershipIntership
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So this is my first internship place name 
is klikpeta, there I am pious and rio 
given the task to work on the application 
for sales so in the application we can 
check whether the sales are delivering 
the goods or can not be seen in the 
application.
yes even though we only have 1 month 
we enjoy internships there hehhehe

IntershipIntership
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That is the event that I have been waiting for 
the most, namely survival in YOGYAKARTA for 1 
week oh yes there we are only given 50 thousand 
coins for one team so whether we want it or not we 
have to find a business / work to survive for 1 
week in Jogja, here we are divided into my team 
rino alim hanif and ibnu we have sales of ice milk, 
milk soda continue to clean the mosque etc. we also 
look for beds it's hard guys not all mosques allow 
people to sleep inside so we sleep in malioboro, the 
terrace of the mosque is like homeless

SurvivalSurvival
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Project
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this is my first application to be displayed 
at the expo event and also the appearance of 
children's work at my school. The name of 
the application is dzikirqu, there are 2 
versions, one of which is Android, while this 
one is iOS

the usefulness of this application is to make 
it easier for you to read / listen to dzkir 
morning and evening just download it in the 
appstore

ExplanationExplanation
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Project
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On left side is the application project of 
the 3rd internship near the ragunan zoo, 
oh yes here i am working with fatah and 
also abi its use is

SIDONI (Indonesian Blood Donation 
Information System) is a digital 
application developed by the PMI Blood 
Transfusion Unit in Kab. Tangerang. With 
this application, donors will be connected 
in real time not just to see the schedule of 
the nearest donor activity or blood stock, 
donors can also see the history of previous 
blood donations (for data that has been 
verified).

ExplanationExplanation
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BooksBooks

First books i direct
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Certificate of tahfidz

AchievementAchievement
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The income that I got 

during IDN was 

2 million 

rupiahs more or less, yup it 

was fairly small because I 

was not an internship 2x 

on salary

IncomeIncome
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Line : ajam.ganteng

IG : azz.amf

Email : azzamf07@gmail.com

Whats Up : 08973714227

ContactContact
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